Don’t Just Do Something … Sit There!
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He makes me lie down in green pastures,
he leads me beside quiet waters.
— Psalms 23:2 —
Be still and know that I am God.
— Psalms 46:10 —
It is good to wait quietly for the salvation of the LORD.
— Lamentations 3:26 —
At daybreak Jesus went out to a solitary place.
— Luke 4:42 —
Very early in the morning, while it was still dark,
Jesus got up, left the house
and went off to a solitary place,
where he prayed.
— Mark 1:35 —

Look at that last text again. Think through it slowly and carefully, a phrase at a time, trying to
capture what Jesus is modeling. “Very early in the morning, while it was still dark, Jesus got up,
left the house and went off to a solitary place, where he prayed.”
I think this was a regular habit for Jesus, seeking time to be alone. In fact, as he entered a
village and settled in for the night, I can picture him, on the way in, looking for and marking
places in his mind; quiet places, solitary spots that he would be returning to early the next
morning.
Solitude was vital to him and should be vital to us if we are serious about Spiritual Formation.
In spite of our busyness, or perhaps because of our busyness, we should take the opportunity
to set aside our routines, to turn off our technology and clear our schedules, as we use the
tools that Jesus used: the tools of time, movement, place and purpose.
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Notice how Jesus used these four powerful tools:
1.
2.
3.
4.

TIME … “very early in the morning”
MOVEMENT … “Jesus got, left”
PLACE … “a solitary place”
PURPOSE … “he prayed”

Among all the habits that we work hard to achieve and put in place in our lives, why not make
this habit our deliberate choice — to leave our schedules, our routines, our agendas and even
our cities. Why not find a way to habitually set them all aside as we seek a clearer mind and
heart knowing that, if we allow it, God will use the tools of time, movement, place and
purpose to shape, mold, change and teach us. So …
1. Think of TIME — what time could work for you? Morning? Evening? Would you need
to stop doing something else and repurpose that time? Remember, everyone has the
same amount of time. As Stephen Covey has written: “Time management is a
misleading concept. You can’t really manage time. You can’t delay it, speed it up, save it
or lose it. No matter what you do time keeps moving forward at the same rate. The
challenge is not to manage time, but to manage ourselves.”1 So, when could be your
time?
2. Think of MOVEMENT — Sometimes we need to leave where we are — leave the
busyness, the activity, the place. Walk away. Exit the chaos. Take a break. And so,
picture yourself temporarily leaving. Why would you need movement?
3. Think of PLACE — Where could you go? A coffee shop? A slow walk through a park?
Lunching alone? It really doesn’t matter where as long as the time and place are
protected. Of course, this will not always be possible. Just ask Jesus. How often was
he interrupted? But over time the effort will have an accumulative effect. As Albert
Day has written: “Instead of throwing up your hands in despair or throwing away your
hunger for God in reversion to some lesser idol, seek it. Seek it for ten years, for twenty
years, for thirty. Then come back and tell me what you think. Men have been searching
for values of vastly less significance for a longer period.”2
4. Think of PURPOSE — Jesus’ purpose was prayer. What would be the purpose of your
time alone? Reading Scripture? Reflection? Making a decision in prayer?
Time. Movement. Place. Purpose. Powerful tools used by Jesus to manage his day to day.
What time would work for you? How could you arrange to leave? Where could be your place?
And what would be the purpose of your time alone?
We all have the choice that Jesus had. Either use the powerful gifts of silence and solitude or
be crushed by the ongoing pace of our world. Your time may not be early in the morning, but
do you have a time? Have you made the time?
Don’t just do something, sit there!
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